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Overview
Paired-Dominator Workstation (Recommended Option)
When a Staff Physician displays an exam and report on the Dominator Reading Station, a Resident
or trainee can optionally use a neighboring Resident Reading Station to access exams for review and
editing. The Staff and Resident interactively pass a report back and forth for editing. The system also
enables:


Concurrent manipulation of images and report editing.



Independent or cooperative completion of tasks.



Simultaneous exam review and report dictation.

Figure 1: Paired-Dominator Workstation
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Step 3: Report Approval
During review, the Staff Physician decides to approve the Resident’s reports, or send back to the
Resident for editing.
See the following sections for options:

Option A: Report ready for immediate approval by Staff Physician
1. Staff Physician determines report is ready for approval.
2. (Optional) Staff Physician makes minor report edits.
3. The Staff Physician saves the report in ApD status.
The Staff Physician's reporting preferences can be set to automatically store reports in ApD
status after the exam is marked read. To mark the exam as Read, use the Done or Mark
Read/Next buttons; or “Dom Go” or “Dom Save Go” speech commands.

Option B: Report needs editing by the Resident
If the paired Dominator is available
1. Staff Physician closes the Dictation dialog to unlock the report.
2. Resident clicks F6 on the Resident Dominator to automatically find the same exam.
3. Resident clicks the Dictation button to open, edit, and save the report in ApR status when
complete.
4. If the Resident closes the Dictation dialog while the Staff Physician is still viewing the exam on
the Staff Dominator, the Staff Physician can still click the Dictation button to reopen the report
and save in ApD status. Otherwise, the Staff Physician uses the Report Review tab to later
review, edit, and approve reports.

If the paired Dominator is not available
1. Staff Physician closes the Dictation dialog box.
2. Staff Physician marks the exam Read when finished viewing the exam, by using:


Done or Mark Read/Next buttons
or



“Dom Go” or “Dom Save Go” speech commands

3. The Resident can recreate the worklist later by logging in and using the Exam Grid Display Limits
dialog.
4. The Resident selects the last Resident Workflow option, the Final Resident Review radio button.
This displays all exams in Read (R) status with reports in any status dictated by the logged-in
Resident, except for ApR, and ApD.
5. The Resident adds the appropriate exams to the individual worklist, completes the report, and
saves in ApR status.
6. The Staff Physician uses the Report Review tab to later review, edit, and approve reports.
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